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U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed herewith is my report, "Update Investigation of U.S. Russian Space
Cooperation, October 17-21, 1994," which documents the findings and observations of

CODEL SENSENBRENNER authorized by you on September 8, 1994.

This report also provides an update on the European Space Agency's intended
contributions. Since the time of last ESA Council meeting in January, ESA has considerably
refined a series of technical proposals it first shared with this CODEL in January. Yet, due
to the recent organization of the Italian government, the German parliamentary election the
day of our arrival in Paris, and the upcoming French presidential and parliamentary elections
due in May, political and financial decisions have not been formally taken.

The principal findings of this investigation deal with U.S.-Russian cooperation,
however, since Russia's contributions are more clearly defined and encompass significant
Russian space technology.

1.	 While significant progress must be made before consideration of the Fiscal Year 19%
NASA budget, I have much greater confidence in the overall space partnership today
than I did in January. The high priority given by the Russian government to the space
program and this collaboration was evident throughout the consultations, particularly
with the First Deputy Prime Minister, Mr. Oleg Soslcovets. Between the strong
Russian support and the deployment of as many as 70 NASA personnel for the
incremental design review underway during our visit, I have confidence that
negotiations and technical discussions can be concluded prior to consideration of the
next NASA budget request.
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2. In terms of partnership arrangements, however, three areas continue to cause some
concern. First, as was discovered during the consultations of the CODEL in France,
the European Space Agency is yet to formally make political and financial
commitments to the technical program ESA engineers tentatively agreed to in January.
Second, Russia and the United States have not yet agreed on a Memorandum of
Understanding that would clearly outline Russia's partnership role in the program,
including mutual obligations and the valuation of its partner contributions. Third, the
U.S.-Russian MOU must be agreed to before Russia will sign the multilateral
Intergovernmental Agreement of all space station partners. The renegotiated
Intergovernmental Agreement is expected to be considerably different  than the 1988
agreement to which NASA had hoped Russia would simply join.

3. To the extent technical progress was evident, work on Phase-1 of the U.S.-Russian
cooperative agreement appears on track. The March 3, 1995 launch date for U.S.
astronaut/physician Dr. Norman Thagard has been kept, despite a potentially three
month delay of the U.S.-sponsored Russian "Spektr" module. On this point, Russian
engineers continue to work on integration tasks for "Spektr" in a business-like fashion.

Finally, given the fluid status of U.S.-Russian negotiations on the Memorandum of
Understanding and the technical design process, it was neither appropriate nor possible for
the CODEL to determine the extent of U.S. dependence on Russian elements at the time of
this visit. It was made clear that my Russian interlocutors were aware of these concerns, but
no detailed launch sequence or subsystem work breakdown was provided. This is something
Congress will continue to examine over the next year.

cc:	 Hon. Robert S. Walker
Hon. Ralph M. Hall
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SUMMARY:

The cost and risk associated with the development of a sophisticated

international space research facility has not escaped the governments responsible for

undertaking development of the international space station. The manned space

fortunes of the United States, Russia, Europe, Japan, and Canada rely upon

meeting three challenges that will determine the successful execution of the largest

_ international science program in history. These are continued political relations

between the partner states, fair allocation of the project's significant costs and

benefits, and the successful melding of disparate technological approaches. The

significance of these challenges is captured in this report. Yet, despite the tall order

the space station project presents to the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) and the American people, these challenges have been fully

embraced by Russian and European space officials.
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FINDINGS:

The key findings of the investigation are summarized here, with a detailed

discussion of the issues following throughout.

1. While significant progress must be made before consideration of the Fiscal

Year 1996 NASA budget, I have much greater confidence in the overall space

partnership today than I did in January. The high priority given by the

Russian government to the space program and this collaboration was evident

throughout the consultations, particularly with the First Deputy Prime

Minister, Mr. Oleg Soskovets. Between the strong Russian support and the

deployment of as many as 70 NASA personnel for the incremental design

review underway during our visit, I have confidence that negotiations and

technical discussions can be concluded prior to consideration of the next

NASA budget request.

2. In terms of partnership arrangements, however, three areas continue to cause

some concern. First, as was discovered during the consultations of the

CODEL in France, the European Space Agency is yet to formally make

political and financial commitments to the technical program ESA engineers

tentatively agreed to in January. Second, Russia and the United States have

not yet agreed on a Memorandum of Understanding that would clearly

outline Russia's partnership role in the program, including mutual

obligations and the valuation of its partner contributions. Third, the U.S.-

Russian MOU must be agreed to before Russia will sign the multilateral

Intergovernmental Agreement of all space station partners. The renegotiated

Intergovernmental Agreement is expected to be considerably different than

the 1988 agreement to which NASA had hoped Russia would simply join.

3. To the extent technical progress was evident, work on Phase-1 of the U.S.-

Russian cooperative agreement appears on track. The March 3, 1995 launch

date for U.S. astronaut/physician Dr. Norman Thagard has been kept,
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despite a potentially three month delay of the U.S.-sponsored Russian

"Spektr" module. On this point, Russian engineers continue to work on

integration tasks for "Spektr" in a business-like fashion.

PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION:

This report serves to update Appendix B of the Chairman's Report, "Oversight

Visit; Baikonur Cosmodrome," March 23, 1994, (House Report 103-451), which

enumerated a number of concerns with the proposed program plan and associated

agreements between NASA and the Russian Space Agency (RSA) to develop and

operate the international space station, in partnership with our longstanding space

partners in Western Europe, Canada and Japan. This Congressional oversight visit to

Moscow and Paris was to assess the international space partnership and program

progress since passage of the Fiscal Year 1995 Appropriations bill for NASA, and the

defeat of an amendment to that measure that sought to eliminate funding for the space

station program.

Rep. F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr., Ranking Republican Member of the

Subcommittee on Space, and two Subcommittee staff Members (Elaine David and

Nick Fuhrman) conducted the update investigation. The Delegation was escorted in

Moscow by the U.S. Embassy Science Counselor and Science Officer. In Paris, the

delegation was escorted by the NASA European Representative. Occurring while the

NASA-RSA incremental design review was underway in Moscow, "CODEL

SENSENBRENNER" sought to:

1. Hear from a large cross-section of Russian views on the space station

project, including opposition views.

2. Assess the Russian partnership from the standpoint of stability,

sustainability, and fiscal accountability.

3. Observe work in progress on Phase-1 of the space cooperation
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agreement, including hardware integration for the Shuttle-Mir program

to commence in March, 1995.

4. Determine what obstacles remain for the European Space Agency to

determine its proposed contributions to the space station.

5. Examine the progress made in concluding new agreements between the

partners, specifically the status of the U.S.-Russian Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) and the multilateral Intergovernmental

Agreement (IGA).

BACKGROUND:

Nearly three years ago, in January 1992, Rep. F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr.,

Ranking Republican Member of the Subcommittee on Space, completed an

investigation of European space activities, after which he was able to conclude that in

spite of major funding difficulties faced by European Space Agency (ESA) member

states, ESA's primary contribution to the Space Station Freedom program, the

Attached Pressurized Module (APM) would proceed on schedule. Moreover,

Sensenbrenner discovered a major shift in ESA's long-term space strategy away from

the goal of European space autonomy, forsaking it for a cooperative space strategy

with other spacefaring nations, in particular the United States.

During the January, 1994 visits of Congressman Sensenbrenner to the major

ESA member states, (immediately following the CODEL's visit to Moscow), it

became apparent that by forging the partnership with Russia, European space interests

had been subordinated by the U.S. to Russia's demonstrated interest in becoming a

"senior partner" in the program. Even while ESA participated with the U.S. in

redesigning the space station to include Russia, the principal change to the partnership

caused by Russia's participation was that Russia could expect its cost share to be

offset entirely by providing critically important services to the facility for which the

other partners, including the U.S., would have no substitute. As a result, ESA began
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to reconsider its proposed contributions to the program, seeking a way for ESA to

balance its partnership costs by contributing critical services as well. Given the

uncertainty of its proposed contributions, and the certain NASA emphasis on

accommodating Russia's needs first, the potential existed in January that European

governments might take the uncertainty as an opportunity to cause ESA's withdrawal

from the space station project.

In January, the CODEL was presented with a concept for introducing ESA as

a provider of critically important hardware contributions. Specifically, a role for the

Ariane-V launch system was proposed as a possible offset to ESA's utilization costs,

and would include logistics transport, crew return, and possibly two-way crew

transfer. This concept, which will be discussed further herein, has been considerably

refined since January, and along with the Columbus laboratory facility, now forms

ESA's "Mainstay" commitment to the space station.

The cost-sharing concepts introduced by Russia's ability to contribute critically

needed hardware and services to the space station partnership remain a point of

negotiation today. It will ultimately be resolved at the conclusion of the multilateral

IGA, to be based on the U.S.-Russian MOU necessary to outline Russia's role in the

project. The essence of these documents will be the economic policy of the space

station program, and will provide a formula for valuation of partner contributions

such as ESA's Ariane-V and Russia's Proton launcher, and utilization cost allocations.

By the same token, these agreements will of necessity be based on the space station's

design assumptions for various partners' roles in delivery of critical hardware and

logistics support, and the extent of the partners' dependence on any one partner for

critical path hardware, functions, and services.

As a result of the January visit, and after considering the cost-sharing concepts

then apparent, Rep. Sensenbrenner observed that a situation of dependence on Russia

for critical path hardware, functions and services had been accepted by NASA without

regard to maintaining U.S. spacecraft redundancy and survivability. The "dependence

issue," as it became known throughout 1994, is both a matter of reserving the right to
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continue operation of the spacecraft in the event Russia became unable or unwilling to

continue the partnership, and of economic relations among the station partners. The

potential existed for one partner, Russia, to maintain a "monopoly" in the critical

areas of spacecraft reboost, oxygen supply and replenishment, refueling of propulsion

nodes, and the like.

During Congressional consideration of the President's Fiscal Year 1995 budget

request for NASA and prior to House consideration of the NASA Appropriation's

bill, Rep. Sensenbrenner sought and received the President's commitment to conduct

the space station partnership in a manner that would preserve United States

capabilities to fly and operate the space station were Russia to withdraw from the

project at any time, and to reduce U.S. dependence on Russia for critical path

hardware, functions and services. (See Attachment A).

As the joint space station program now enters a second year of full funding by

Congress, it faces three challenges that will determine feasibility and success for this

massive undertaking:

1. The general political relationship between the space station partner

governments, as well as political support for space station funding

within each of the partner states.

2. The economic responsibilities of the partners, the balance struck

between partner costs of research utilization, and contributions of

necessary resources to the partnership, to be determined by the

multilateral IGA and the bilateral U.S.-Russian MOU.

3. The ability to successfully integrate technology across many cultures

and engineering philosophies on schedule and on budget.

Accordingly, this report is organized around these three major themes with

specific issues raised and the relevant discourse presented throughout, as appropriate.
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The Ariane-V system improvements to support station would be primarily French, but

these elements would go on-line much Later in the program, or as some fear, after

there is no program. In the meantime, a firm commitment to build the Columbus

module now means expending French contributions to ESA now.

But, as Rep. Sensenbrenner pointed out after receiving several views on the

political challenge facing ESA management, that without a serious commitment by

ESA to go forward with contracts to build hardware for the space station, worse

political problems would arise: Opponents of the space station in Congress could

fairly conclude that Europe withdrew from the space station program and would use

the fractured alliance as an argument against all station funding. Rep. Sensenbrenner

said that throughout 1994, ESA had to come to terms with what America had done

with Russia to redesign the space station, and whether Congress would support the

program. He said he couldn't blame ESA or its members for taking a year to see

whether there would even be a space station program, but now that there is one, ESA

must act swiftly, and before Congress debates the space station next year, if possible.

Sensenbrenner's charge to ESA will require commitments by the member

states to a funding profile even though the governments of Italy and Germany are in

the process of forming after recent elections. In France, for instance, a funding

commitment will need to be made on the eve of its April Presidential elections. Rep.

Sensenbrenner cautioned that waiting until June, 1995 for ESA members to fund its

"Mainstay" program proposal, consisting of the COF and the Ariane-V

improvements, could be too late for consideration during the annual space station

debate in Congress, and was relieved to learn from Director General Luton that a

meeting of ESA ministers would possibly be scheduled in March, 1995, with a limited

agenda for making the initial funding commitments for Europe's participation.

Rep. Sensenbrenner indicated his general confidence that ESA would be able

to negotiate the difficult arrangements that must be reached between its principal

member states. Almost no simpler alternative exists for Europe to maintain its human

presence in space. The unspoken reality is that Europe's significant past investments
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POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Western European Space Policy

For ESA, which NASA had ignored for a good part of 1993 while it

redesigned the space station in close consultation with Russia, 1994 witnessed

NASA's efforts at repairing this traditional space alliance The concept proposals for

integrating Ariane-V capabilities into space station logistics and crew transfer, first

shared with this CODEL in January, have been embraced by NASA, provided that

such contributions do not become a substitute for the Columbus Orbital Facility

(COF), the ESA laboratory module. (See Attachment B).

Among ESA's thirteen member states, France, Germany, and Italy provide

70% of the national contributions that make up ESA's budget. In turn, ESA is

expected to allocate the work content of its space program back to the funding states

according to their contribution. For this reason, ESA Director General Jean-Marie

Luton has a delicate task designing a program that both raises sufficient program

funds from each member state to cover the total projected costs, while returning

contracts back to those states in a timely manner. The additional problem facing ESA

now is a partial hang-over from the 1993 U.S.-Russian redesign exercise, meaning the

prospect of yet another redesign has made member states noticeably cautious with

their commitments to the space station effort. In particular, a French financial

commitment to ESA is hard to make under the threat of further changes, since

France's "piece of the pie," i.e., the Crew Transport Vehicle (CTV) element, would

be under contract much later on in the execution of the program, and after significant

funds were expended on the COF.

NASA's willingness to be flexible in accepting ESA's proposed contributions

seems to have been appreciated by the ESA and French space officials with whom

Rep. Sensenbrenner met. The issue of staging contract commitments to coincide with

funding requirements is critical because the first ESA contribution is intended to be

the Columbus laboratory, which will primarily be built by German aerospace firms.
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to acquire autonomy and space infrastructure could simply go to waste if ESA chose

not continue the manned space partnership begun with the U.S. and expanded to

include Russia with the U.S. assuming much of the technical and political risk. The

space station is, in short, the best possible deal for ESA so long as its member states

wish to send humans into space. The prospect that ESA could simply collaborate

with Russia in lieu of the U.S., which was once considered a viable alternative for

ESA, today seems a distant hope as ESA observes the enormous amount of effort

required by NASA to develop even plans for the Shuttle-Mir program. It could also

be noted that ESA's experience flying astronaut passengers on the Russian Mir station

has not been without constant negotiation and sporadic moments of acute uncertainty.

Russian Space Policy

Without question, the international space station enjoys the high level political

support of both the Russian and American governments. This was made evident by

the CODEL's warm reception by First Deputy Prime Minister Oleg Soskovets. After

President Boris Yeltsin and Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, the Deputy Premier

has unusually broad powers over the functioning of the Russian government and

industry. RSA Director General Yuri Koptev reports directly to the Deputy Premier.

The situation with regard to the space station program's high profile in the American

government is only somewhat more diffuse, given the layers of White House

policymakers residing between the NASA Administrator and the Vice President, who

is Prime Minister Chemomyrdin's counterpart in the Bilateral Commission on Energy

and Scientific Cooperation, better known as the "Gore-Chemomyrdin Commission."

Nevertheless, the resulting close work relationship between the office of the U.S.

Vice President and the highest levels of Russian officialdom is as unprecedented as it

is striking.

In fact, Rep. Sensenbrenner was informed during one meeting in Moscow that

the previous evening the Vice President and the Prime Minister personally resolved

the matter relating to the import and customs duty on U.S. space hardware intended

to fly on the Russian "Spektr" module as part of the Shuttle-Mir experiment suite.
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(See Attachment C). The incident illustrates that despite predictable bureaucratic

obstacles and outright intransigence, the top levels of the two governments are fully

engaged and committed to forcing the program along on schedule. The rigors of

doing business in Russia remain what they have been for some time, according to

representatives of American aerospace companies Rep. Sensenbrenner met with in

Moscow, but the space station program seems to enjoy sufficient high-level protection

from the core Russian government.

Yet, the incident illustrates a political irony as well, which is the space station

program would be hopelessly lost in red tape if Russia were by this time a full-blown

democracy. (The prospect of endless legal bickering and restraining orders comes to

mind.) The success of this project does appear to depend greatly on power shown by

the top in the form of sufficient Russian government funding and control over

distributing any U.S. funds expended as part of the $400 million contract covering

Phase-1 and some Phase-2 activities. While it is certainly the hope of the American

people that such a collaboration as this will foster decentralization of the Russian

economic and political system, it is exactly that centralized authority that has assured

the space station's progress so far.

A growing factor in the political analysis of space policy in Russia is the new

Russian Duma, or lower house of parliament. Rep. Sensenbrenner met four members

of the Duma, including the Chairman and Subcommittee Chairman of the analog

Committee to the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology. According

to analysts Rep. Sensenbrenner met with at the U S Embassy, the new Duma is being

given a solid chance to develop and enact laws and see their actions taken seriously

by the executive branch, despite the apparent authority of the executive branch to

ignore them or rule by decrees of its own. In all meetings with the executive branch

and with Russian aerospace firms, appropriate consideration was shown to the Duma

as a institution of budgetary power, and the need to build support for space funding

among Duma members was cited several times. The Duma's recent vote that

overwhelmingly approved the Russian government's lease agreement with the Kazakh

government on the Baikonur Cosmodrome was cited by First Deputy Prime Minister
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Soskovets and RSA Director Koptev as an overwhelming vote endorsing closer space

ties with the U.S., including commercial space launch.

Russian Political Stability

Rep. Sensenbrenner was the first U.S. Member of Congress to visit the new

Duma since its rebuilding in separate location in central Moscow, following the

parliamentary coup attempt of 1993 that resulted in the incineration of several floors

of the Russian White House. The parliamentary coup attempt continues to recall

vivid memories of American expatriates working in Moscow offices across from the

White House. Fears of future instability and insurrection are shared by most

Americans working in Moscow, but these are routinely eclipsed by more immediate

fears of bureaucratic harassment and street crime.

Balanced against the present day difficulties facing Russians is the positive

long-term outlook shared by Russian government officials at all levels. Contrary to

the conventional wisdom that says it is easy to predict two, three, or five years ahead,

Russian officials said the only real instability lays in the near term, and that

fundamentally the government and the Russian people would continue to support

space cooperation with the U.S. These officials stress that space development is a

vested political interest that may face ups and downs depending on political cross-

currents, but that the decision to cooperate with the U.S. was a basic one that cannot

be reversed by any subsequent leadership. In short, they argued, it would always be

a national self-interest to market launch services, to develop and utilize space

infrastructure, and it could not do so profitably without Russia's continued political

and economic integration with other nations.

Missile Proliferation

Meanwhile, Rep. Sensenbrenner sought to remind the Russian Space Agency

that during a Subcommittee hearing Russia's participation in the space station was

explicitly linked by the U.S. Department of State to Russia's continued adherence to
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the Missile Technology Control Regime. Sensenbrenner explained that it concerned

him because Indian space officials could attribute advances in warhead delivery

systems to its prior contract with Russia for acquiring space technology. Director

Koptev responded that U.S. Ambassador Lynn Davis recently, during nonproliferation

talks with the Russian MFA, officially declared to Russia the U.S. has no claims

against Russia for anything it was doing with India, and that Russia's business with

India had been fully reconsidered at the time of joining the space station partnership.

Furthermore, Koptev pointed out that it was Russia, not the U.S., who insisted that

Russia become a full partner in the MTCR, and not merely an adherent. Koptev

stressed that he and the RSA had taken control of such matters personally.

U.S. Foreign Policy

The possibility that the U.S. may wish to expand space cooperation to include

Ukraine and China was raised by Russian officials. In the case of China, both

Director Koptev and Deputy Premier Soskovets cautioned against the U.S. making

China a space station partner without consulting with them and, presumably, the other

international partners beforehand. Rep. Sensenbrenner suggested that if the U.S.

were to invite China to participate, China should first show the partners what it

planned to contribute to the project, and the existing partners could then decide if they

wanted to include China. Director Koptev later expanded upon the discussion of

China begun with Deputy Premier Soskovets. He did not see how China could be at

the level of sophistication necessary for participation in the space station for at least

fifteen years, sometime around 2010. But, he added that if the U.S. was making

plans for China, the discussion with Russia should begin now, not later.

Director Koptev also cautioned against the U.S. making bilateral space

agreements with the Ukraine without consulting Russia. He said that of necessity and

because their space enterprises were interdependent, any deal between the U.S. and

Ukraine in space would be a three-way deal.
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Apart from the heightened political importance Russia's participation has

brought to the space station partner governments, a virtual balance sheet negotiation

to determine partner utilization infrastructure in relation to partner-provided services

has begun in earnest. Since the Russian contributions to the program implementation

plan will provide necessary services and supplies to the general partnership, a

distinction has been made between partner contributions such as research modules that

consume oxygen and water as "consumers," and partnership contributions that

"supply" resources such as logistics resupply flights to the station. Until Russia

joined the program, the partners had planned to depend primarily on U.S.

transportation and logistics, thereby dividing shares of operational costs according to

the partners' percentage of allocated laboratory facilities.

Status of the Intergovernmental Agreement

Now that the cost-sharing arrangements are to be balanced by each partner's

desire to use and ability to supply either resources in-kind or cash, according to

NASA and representatives of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), the

IGA is being renegotiated to account for inputs to the station by partners as well as

the research output of the station to partners. It is obvious that such a negotiation

may prove to be hopelessly complex, and could possibly collapse if partners sought to

retailor their contributions to fit an emerging cost sharing formula that could arise

from negotiations of the U.S.-Russian MOU.

During the CODEL's discussion with the MFA, which has the responsibility to

negotiate the multilateral IGA on Russia's behalf, Rep. Sensenbrenner was told that it

was simply not possible for Russia to add its signature to the existing IGA, signed in

1988 by the partners to the Space Station Freedom program. Citing Russia's more

important role in the partnership, as compared to the European, Japanese and

Canadian contributions, MFA representatives argued that the new cost-sharing

formula would need to reflect the significant role Russian elements will play in the
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development and operation of the space station.

In addition to sharing the MFA view on cost-sharing, Rep. Sensenbrenner was

advised that key issues of Russian sovereignty would need to be negotiated in the

IGA. Specifically, the question of which nation's laws shall be in effect aboard the

space station was raised, not just in relation to the unlikely event of criminal activity,

but where intellectual property law and other American laws that may simply be

unfamiliar to Russian cosmonauts. The practical concern raised was causing Russian

cosmonauts to learn American law before being qualified to serve on the station.

Moreover, the MFA said it could not take an IGA with such provisions before the

State Duma as it would quickly be voted down. Rep. Sensenbrenner remarked that

the last thing he would want to see Russia import from America is the U.S. legal

system.

The MFA said that it feels these sensitive issues could be resolved by adopting

consultative procedures in lieu of strict agreements, and expressed its confidence that

the IGA could be completed sometime in Spring, 1995.

Status of the Memorandum of Understanding

Strictly speaking, the bilateral MOU should provide a clear understanding of

what Russia will provide to the partnership, what it will contribute from its national

space program, what will be provided to NASA for payment under contract, and what

contributions will receive compensation from the international partnership. The

CODEL was not given many details on the status of the MOU since during the visit,

NASA and RSA were conducting the space station program's incremental design

review, which could ultimately change the terms and conditions necessary for

reaching the MOU. As discussed above, the IGA negotiations that continue in

parallel with the MOU talks, depend for conclusion on the MOU.

14
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Potential Impact of MOU on ESA

Although any scenario seems plausible at this time, one can expect that ESA

will want to know more about the U.S.-Russian MOU before its Ministers can

commit to funding specific program elements. Knowing the extent to which the U.S.

plans to depend on Russian elements for necessary functions, for instance the number

of logistics flights to be flown by the Proton launcher, will determine to some extent

ESA's desire to develop Ariane-V elements for logistics. Since little is known at this

time, it may be longer than hoped before the partners agree and commit to a business

scenario for the space station.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Program Management

Shortly after arriving in Moscow, Rep. Sensenbrenner was introduced by

Kenny Mitchell, Manager of the Space Station Liaison Office to all NASA personnel

tasked to the NASA Townhouse on the U.S. Embassy compound. Approximately 15

people were present, including three Russian nationals who work in support

capacities. In addition, Rep. Sensenbrenner was told that approximately 70 NASA

people were in-country to work with the Russian Space Agency team on the pending

incremental design review. This mass of NASA personnel was impressive for two

reasons. First, negotiating technical issues that will have a direct bearing on the

MOU and cost-sharing effects m the IGA is a critical effort that deserves sufficient

NASA attention. It seemed that NASA's large presence was adequate for the kind of

work involved and the likelihood that technical approaches would require careful

examination before issues could be closed out. The full scope of the incremental

design review was not briefed to the CODEL, however. Second, although it would

be preferable to have fewer engineers in-country and take more time with the reviews,

having a sufficient task force present should enable the entire process to stay on

schedule. Given the language barrier and anecdotal information about how long it can

take to reach agreement, it seems impossible to conduct such a review in serial
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fashion.

During the CODEL's consultation at RSA, Director Koptev stressed the

importance of keeping the launch schedule and the need to eliminate bureaucracy on

the U.S. side of the program. Although he was not specific about a particular

problem, he expressed frustration with negotiations over costs rather than maintaining

schedules. He expressed confidence in the design review then underway, saying that

the U.S. and Russians agree on the basic program and continue working technical

issues as progress continues. He said he recognized the importance of being

responsible and for following rules, but emphasized the possibility for schedule delays

resulting from U.S. red tape.

NPO Energia

The technical highlight of the visit to Moscow was the hands-on tour of NPO

Energia conducted by First Deputy General Designer Viktor Legosatev. Dr.

Legostaev showed Rep. Sensenbrenner some of the world's most precious space

artifacts, including the test duplicate copy of the Sputnik satellite and the spacecraft

that carried Yuri Gagarin, the first human in space. NPO Energia has an extremely

valuable international space museum unique in the history of space achievements.

But NPO Energia is also the design bureau and integrator of all Russia's

manned spacecraft systems. Dozens of technicians were working on various

spacecraft components during the tour, including a contingent said to be testing

electircal interfaces for the Spektr laboratory module, which will be launched and

docked to the Russian Mir space station next year.

Dr. Legostaev expressed confidence that despite the delay in delivery of some

U.S. experiment equipment, it could be integrated in a timely manner. He pointed

out NPO Energia rules require foreign hardware of this type to be on the premises six

months prior to integration, and that by this standard, Spektr is ahead of schedule. A

new launch date would be determined sometime in December.
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Khrunichev State Research and Production Space Center

During the visit to the Khrunichev works, the CODEL was shown significantly

more space hardware relevant for the space station program than it was shown in

January Of particular interest, the Space Station Alpha Service Module, formerly the

Mir-II core module was being fabricated. At this point only the large aluminum alloy

structure has been fabricated, and technicians were apparently inspecting welds or

checking for other manufacturing flaws as we passed by. This is the actual flight

hardware that will connect with the Russian FGB space tug on the Russian side of the

station.

While the delegation did not see the space station's FGB flight hardware, Rep.

Sensenbrenner was briefed by the General Designer of the FGB at length on the prior

flights of FGB-type spacecraft. During the plant tour, Sensenbrenner was guided by

approximately five FGB configurations and related hardware. Clearly, this is a multi-

purpose space bus having a number of specific mission customers over the years.

(See Attachment D).

•
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APPENDIX: CONDUCT OF ini, INVESTIGATION

Monday, October 17

09:00 AM: Briefmg by NASA European Representative Jim Zimmerman at

Embassy Paris.

11:00 AM: Meeting with CNES President Rene Pellat; Director General

Jean-Daniel Levi; Head of Astronauts Office Jean-Loup
Chretien; Director of International Relations Dr. Issac Revah;

International Relations Assistant to the Director for Bilateral
Relations Gerard Blondeau; and International Relations Area

Manager Gerard Petitalot.

12:00 PM: Lunch hosted by CNES

15:30 PM: Meeting at U.S. Embassy with Ambassador Pamela Harriman,

accompanied by Science Counselor Sam Bosken.

18:00 PM: Meeting with European Space Agency Director General Jean-

Marie Luton; Director of Manned Space Flight and

Microgravity JOrg E. Feustel-Bilechl; Associate Director for

Strategy, Planning and International Policy Jean Jacques

Dordain; and U.S. and Russian Cooperation Officer Karin

Barbance.

19:30 PM: Dinner hosted by ESA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18

06:30 AM: Depart Hotel for CDG
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09:35 AM:

15:15 PM:

15:45 PM:

17:20 PM:

17:45 PM:

19:30 PM:

Depart Paris CDG to Moscow SVO via AF #1826

Arrive Moscow; met by ES&T Counselor Vlad Sambaiew and

ES&T Control Officer Steve Berk

Proceed to Hotel

Depart Hotel for Embassy

Meet Members of NASA Liason Office, Townhouse 8, NASA

Space Station Program Manager Kenny Mitchel and Deputy

Program Manager Dave Kerbeck.

Country Team Briefing led by Chargé Richard Miles; Political

Counselor William Burns, Air Force Liaison William Thurston;

Economic Counselor Barbara Griffiths; USALD Officer James

Norris.

Dinner at Townhouse 1, hosted by U.S. Embassy Charge'

Richard Miles. Guests included Defense Complex and

Conversion Department Expert Vladimir Pivnyuk; Russian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Director of Science and Technical

Cooperation Sergei Kislyak; State Duma Deputies Vitaly

Sevastenov and Magomed Tolboyev; and Director of Parliament

Center Aleksey Adrov.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19

09:45 AM: Met at Hotel by Embassy Moscow S&T Officer; Proceed to

Khrunichev Enterprise.

10:00 AM: Meeting with Khrunichev First Deputy Director Alexander
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Lebedev; Design Center Director Vladimir Karrask; FGB

Project Director Sergei Shaevich; and Public Relations Officer

Andrew Derbyshev.

12:00 PM: Lunch hosted Deputy Director Lebedev

13:30 PM: Depart RSA for Ministry of Foreign Affairs

14:00 PM: Meeting with Aleksander Yakovenko, MFA Deputy Director,

Department of Science and Technology Cooperation and Head

of Russian Delegation to Multilateral Talks on Space Station;

MFA First Deputy Director of the Bureau of North America

Alexei Kvasov; and MFA Department Counsellor Ivan

Soltanovski.

14:45 PM: Depart MFA for White House

15:00 PM: Meeting at Council of Ministers with First Deputy Prime

Minister Oleg Soskovets.

15:45 PM: Depart for Russian Space Agency

16:00 PM: Meeting with Russian Space Agency Director General Yuri

Koptev.

18:00 PM: Dinner hosted by Director General Koptev

19:30 PM: Depart for Hotel

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20
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08:00 AM:

09:00 AM:

12:00 PM:

13:00 PM:

14:00 PM:

16:00 PM:

19:00 PM:

Depart Hotel for consultation and tour at NPO Energia

Meeting with Energia First Deputy General Designer Viktor

Legostaev; First Deputy Director General and and Director of

the Plant Alexey Borisenko; Director of Manned Spaceflight

Valerei Rumin; Head of Business Development Department

Alexander Derechin; Head of Foreign Relations Department

Boris Artemov; and Head of Division for Spacecraft Docking

Systems Vadim Kudrjavtsev; and First Deputy Director of RSA

Boris Ostrumov.

Lunch hosted by NPO Energia

Depart for State Duma

Meeting with Deputy Vladimir Gusev, Chairman, Committee

for Industry, Construction, Transport and Power Engineering

(CICTPE); Deputy Mogomed Tolboyev, Deputy Chairman,

CICTPE; and Assistant to Chairman Gusev Vitaly Peshkov.

Open

Dinner with U.S. aerospace companies working in Moscow at

hosted by Michael Friend, Director, Boeing Moscow Technical

Center.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21

05:00 AM: Depart Hotel for Sheremetyevo

07:35 AM: Depart Moscow SVO to Frankfurt FRA via DL #61
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 22, 1994

Dear Representative Sensenbrenner:

As tfie House of Representatives nears floor consideration of the
VA, HUD and Independent Agencies Appropriations Bill for FY 1995, I am
writing to inform you of the Administration's policy with respect to
NASA's International Space Station program.

The Space Station is an important international partnership that
includes the United States, Canada, the European Space Agency, Japan,
and most recently, Russia. However, in keeping with the concerns
raised by you and other members of the House and Senate, I want to
assure you that the United States will maintain in-line autonomous
U.S. flight and life support capability during all phases of station
assembly.

You recently received a letter from my Science Advisor, Dr. John
Gibbons, outlining the specific steps NASA is taking to address your
concerns. These steps are being made a part of the program's baseline
and will be reflected in all future cost estimates and launch
schedules. As the program continues to develop and NASA reaches
subsequent implementing agreements with the Russian Space Agency and
U.S. contractors in order to achieve program element milestones, the
U.S. will retain in-line autonomous capabilities.

I know you have supported our commitment to an active space
partnership with Russia. Russia's hardware contributions to the
International Space Station will be important and I am confident that
Russia's immense space capabilities will prove them an economical and
reliable partner. I hope that you will conclude, as I have, that we
have achieved a balanced strategic partnership in space that will
serve American interests. ‘I look forward to working with you to
assure that Congress recognizes the progress we have made and
demonstrates its resolve to proceed.

Sincerely,

The Honorable James F. Sensenbrenner, Jr.
Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Space
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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Meeting
between Mr. F.J. Sensenbrenner, JR.,

Member of Congress of the United States of America
and Mr. J.-M. Luton, ESA Director General

INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION ALPHA
- EUROPEAN INVOLVEMENT -

ESA H.O. Paris, 17 October 1994

J. Feustel-Bilechl
Director of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight 	 ISSA European Involvement
and Microgravity	 Page 1



Cesa

• The "mainstay" of the European Contribution to ISSA as defined by ESA Council is
including:

Columbus Orbital Facility 	 (COF)
Automatic Transfer Vehicle 	 (ATV)
Crew Transfer Vehicle	 (CTV)
Utilisation 'concept.

• The "Mainstay" reflects the reaffirmed political commitment of Europe to play to the
full its role as a partner in the ISSA programme.

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight	 ISSA European Involvement
and Microgravity	 Page 2



Cesa

COF 

• The COF (Columbus Orbital Facility), i.e. the European permanently attached
laboratory, is baselined in the programme since the 1988 agreements (IGA/MOU).

• ESA is proposing a reviewed configuration of the COF resulting from a "design-to-
cost" exercise and featuring:

- a 4-rack module length
- accommodation of 10 standard payload racks
- subsystem commonality with the MPLM

• Its launch date is targeted to early 2001, consistent with the updated ISSA assembly
sequence.

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight 	 ISSA European Involvement
and MicrogravIty	 Page 3



Cesa
ATV

• The ATV (Automated Transfer Vehicle) is a necessary complement for Ariane-5 to perform missions to the
International Space Station ISSA.

• The ATV, with Ariane-5, will contribute to the ISSA logistics (upload of unpressurized cargo).

Additionally, the role of ATV is under discussion for the ISSA in-orbit refuel/reboost function which would
increase the robustness of the Station (complement to Russian Progress).

• Concerning the refuel/reboost function of ATV, the capability for it to ensure Station robustness was
acknowledged in recent trilateral (ESA/NASA/RSA) discussions.

• Use of ATV for logistics has been included in ISSA operation planning and it is fundamental to support ESA's
share of operation common costs.

• ESA and NASA have jointly established the next steps towards a formal agreement on the ATV role, which
should be finally clarified before end 94.

• A mixed fleet scenario (Russian Progress and European ATV) is being studied by NASA with active ESA
and RSA support.

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight	 ISSA European Involvement
and Microgravity	 Page 4



esa

CTV

• The interest expressed by NASA in ESA contributing to the ISSA crew rescue in the
2002 time-frame is being followed up by ESA in the definition of CTV (Crew
Transport Vehicle) design requirements.

• NASA agreed on the potential of using the ESA vehicle at a later stage also for crew
transfer missions if its technical capabilities are upgraded accordingly.

• During the next months, ESA, NASA and RSA will explore options for cooperation
in the crew rescue vehicle.

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight	 ISSA European Involvement
and MicrogravIty	 Page 5



Cesa

• For both ATV and CTV, ESA expressed the key requirements associated with the
European decision process.

a) To have a nominal role of ATV and CTV firmly established in the ISSA
operations scenario.

b) To reach an agreement in principle on the above roles in the next few months,
to support ESA programme proposal, which has to be tabled before end 94.

• ESA is very pleased of the progress achieved so far and of the positive NASA
attitude in discussing these matters.

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight 	 1SSA European Involvement
and Microgravity	 Page 6



Cesa
	 ESA PLAN FOR ISSA UTILISATION

n Overall ESA Utilisation Concept is in elaboration.
European Member States favour balanced multidisciplinary use of Space Station
Presently planned sharing between disciplines:

Microgravity Research 40-50% Earth Observation 10-20%

Space Sciences (incl. 10-20% Technology & Applications 20-30%
Fundamental Physics)

n ESA is preparing a programme for development of facilities and instruments from
all four disciplines, which can make use of the unique opportunity offered by
Space Station.

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight
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Cesa STEPWISE REALISATION OF ESA's PLANS FOR UTILISATION

n ESA is preparing its utilisation plan according to the following phases:

• Precursor Missions (SPACELAB, EUROMIR) (94-98)
Phase I:	 Participation in NASA missions to Mir with microgravity facilities (95-97)

• Phase II: Early Opportunities prior to launch of ESA Element (98-2001)
• Phase III: ESA Element Utilisation (> 2001)

n ESA has excellent cooperation with NASA in the field of material & life science
missions (e.g. IML-2, LMS, Neurolab) and is interested to continue this fruitful
preparation of ISSA utilisation

n ESA is interested to broaden the dialogue with NASA to other disciplines (Earth
observation, technology, science) related to ISSA utilisation

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight	 ISSA European Involvement
and Microgravity	 	 Page 8



esa
	 SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

n ESA considers the current cooperation with NASA on ISSA very good, both on
the definition of flight elements and in the utilisation area.

n ESA is in the process of clarifying the final configuration of the COF and the roles
for ATV and CTV with NASA participation.

n ESA is pursuing a joint action with NASA to expand to other utilisation disciplines
the strict links already existing in microgravity (material & life science).

Directorate of Manned Spaceflight	 ISSA European Involvement
and Microgravity	 	  Page 9
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Technical studies

Columbus Orbital Facility (COF)
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Fgb general view.

1. Hybrid docking unit	 (drogue): 28. Panel	 of	 oxidizer	 filling;

2. Hermetically	 sealed cover: 29. Antenna AM-66:

3. Block	 612: 30. Device 256K of orientation to ground:

4. Block of electrical connectors with NODE 31. Antenna AC- 11;

S. AMU: 32. Panel of sphereballons 	 filling:

6. Block of engines	 11,5458 (engine of berthing and sta- 33. Panel of high pressure units:

bilization): 34. Antenna A 1-798A N 1:

7. Compressor block : 35. Panel of external refrigerator-radiator:

8. Hibrid docking unit 	 (probe): 36. Panel of external refrigerator-radiator:

9. Antenna AKP-BKA N3: 37. Panel of external refrigerator-radiator:

10. Antenna AT:	 . 38. Propellant tank:

11. Solar array: 42. Antenna AKP-BKA N4:

12. Panel of external refrigerator-radiator: 43. TV camera:

13. Antenna AKP-BKA N2: 44. Manipulator aperture:
14. Antenna A 1-798A N2: 45. Prism reflector A110-BKA:
15. Propellant	 tank : 46. Block of green light 603:
16. Antenna Atl- 10: 47. Block of	 flash light f10-1:

18. Unit	 11,5442: 48. Optical channel device 61-02-BKA:

19. Block of engines	 11,5458 and	 17,5583 (engines of bert- 49. Block of white tight 606:

hing and engines of accurate	 stabilization): SO. Plate of electrical connectors with SM:

20. Panel of external refrigerator-radiator; 53. Antenna 2ACO 1-M-BKA:

21. Guide: 54. Antenna AKP-BKA N1;

22. Handrails: 55. Pneumatic hydraulic system units:

23. Antenna AC -BKA : 56. Panel of	 filling of gas composition 	 supply	 system:

24. Antenna AO-BKA: S7. Plate of electrical connectors:

25. Plate of highfreguency connectors: S8. Thermocontrol system units:

26. Plate of umbilical connectors with LV: 59. High pressure spereballons.

27. Block	 of	 limit	 switchs:
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E

C)

a,
0 c)
1\ .1

CLI

101 WA 262C
Block WA 2620

100 WA 262C.
Block WA 262C

flpubop 381-6
Device 381-6

41 CC-3BM
Block CC-9BM

32 `th-11.1911.1UPObC1HHb10 npu6op cunobou KOM-
MUMQUIJU NflCK)
Wed device 01 paver comrfutator
LJHUCIAJUUP06CIHHbIl.1 KONMyMOULIOHHblU npu-

3 1 boo NnK)
Wed commtaten device

30 3anomuFicuowee ycmo0-
30 cmôo 17/134-A03

Lang-term memory 17A34-A03
23 6/10K npuEopob (11.3`J-B)

Block of devices 1(13`1-BI
AbmoriamuKa dbunmenbHou gcm(aHotwu2 1	 (ALLY)
AutomarKs of mope and

19 Bbpmobob Kommymamop (bK)
onboard commutator

18 CneuuunbHoe 3anomuHwoutee ticfripoucem
(C39)
ycial memory

15 Hpubop KodoOo2o obriema (11K0)
Code exchange device

14
 'icmpoucmôo Obiboda -6bodo uwpopriouuu

(38B- 3)
bout-outputinformationdevice

12 6noK pacnpedeneHusi numaHusi (6P11-3)

bu cri power device
MoisStr4-

11 AbmomamuKa nupocpeduit (AFC)M34- 11
Promeans automatics

2 Eqicx numaHug 1- 11B9Cci 23A6 ( 2) 5n 16 3
Power Clock of gyroscope meter of angular velocity vector
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obopydobaHusi
PKK •31-lep2usi"
'Energya' equipment
arrangement zone

30Hbl xpaHeHusi

oöopydobaHusi
Equipment storage
zone

Baztaraiod

IDR	 "Arrb	 OKTH6ph 1994
	 i(eHTp	 XpytHfue B a

KOMr1OHObKG 060PgdOOGHL151 Nympu nro- 2
3oHa pa3meuieHu5 Equipment arrangement inside pressurized equipment comportment - 2

It - 6(pnotIo2 Amara	 f5C-Y
Onboard socket PBC-9

o - Bentiontp	 1-10-2

Fan MO-2
9 - roarukocom)	 inenivallewo rxr

Gas-liquid heat exchanger
8 - tear activems	 110-X

Illumination board 1110-110
7 - f AMMO	 IraPaneripal	 11111-1

Parameters control panel.
6 - flyta aocanauai 	 rim-

Signalling panel
5 - Mita meow	 armen	 11171

Systems .control panel
- *WI 6bc12 .6 weld	 113KM

Commands sending panel
Sin- vp2/1(aug	 C171

Control block of PTS
1 - 5.1rx 615

Block 613
- Azpezos cAtalowk

zuipuitk lump&

Priuxwt, 6wcnwmn emwe (3xtuuy)

Airduct
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LieHTp I4-M. XpyHzrzeBa

PH "FlpomoH" c ePF5
Proton LV with FGB

Xopo.kmepucmuKu rrpexcmyneHLIcamou PH:

Crropmoema macca PH c 9r6	 700 m

Paxerna-Hocumeno	 oSecneQuemem
babeaeHue Prs Ha onopHyo opaumy
c napo.mempomu

HorcAoHeHue	 51.6 eplaa,
maxcumaAoHoo bacomo	 342.1 Km,
muHumnAbFic.a tibicornia	 220.4 KM,

nepuoa o5pauieHua	 89.84 HUH.

KomnoHeHmed rnonnuboi
okucAumeAb	 A30mHolo mempoRcua
eopouee	 Hecummempuui-itdu

Cyxclo Macca PH

KomnAeKmouua
I cmyneHu
II cmyne ►-4u
III cmyneHu

auriemuA2uapc3ul4
47,1 m

Wecmc *PA
Werrupe *PA
OaUH OCHO6HOU WPA
OauH 4-komepHau

pynebou *PA
CyMMapHaa moan

I cmyneHu (y 3emAu)

II cmyneHu

III cmyneHu

161,9 mc x 6 =
= 971,4 mc

59,36 mc x 4 =
= 237,44 mc

59,36 mc + 3,15 mc =
= 62,51 mc

Three-stage LV characteristics:

Launching mass of LV with FGB1 700 t

Proton LV ensures FGB injection into
support orbit with parameters:

51,6 deg
max altitude :	342,1 km
min altitude'	 220,4 km
orbital period'	 89,84 min

Propellant components'
Oxidizer
Fuel

Nitric te troxide
Unsymmetrical dimetil
hydrazine

LV dry mass:	 47,1 t

Propulsion unit complete set:
I stage	 6 liquid engines
II stage	 4 liquid engines
III stage	 1 main liquid engine

1 gimbal liquid engine
with 4 chambers

Propulsion unit total thrust
I stage (on ground)

11 stage

III stage

161,9 t sec x 6 =
= 971,4 t sec

59,96 t sec x 4 =
= 237,44 t sec

59,39 t sec +3,15 t sec
= 62,51 t sec
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I 11-6 - nro6uu 3Aememm KKC, off obecneuu6oem nocAeayoree
' .0umemue (c6opmy) omepumomcKux u poccuucwux 3Aememmo6

iv.Kuuo..myem 6 cocmobe cmomuuu 6 meuemue aAumeAomozo
apAaact uocmoo o6umoemozo npocnpomcm6a cmomuw ee

u NepPernuuecmou cucmem
z. vr6 06,.!cneuuboem 3Aemmpocmcbitemue MKC HO HOUGAW4Corl

1 015 ocywecm6Aaem npue• xpomemue U buclauy monAulSo 6
ob bea.imellmou n•e6mo2uapo6AuuecKou cucrremto. 6KAowooseu

mOay,o u rmx) ,Knopmuom Kopo6Au.
4 tr5	 0A0moca mecmom ycmom06Ku moyumo-uccAeao6o-
.flp 0. 3.,(...e0vHe . tfloAoH020 U umozo ueAe6ozo o6opyao6comJa.

HeUrnft VO0He•,U0 pocxoayemux 3onoco6 u pecypcmozo o6o-
r0,,,ao
; of6 06.p cneuubaem ynpo6Aemue a6uKemuem u noaaepeamue .

crrna4ut Al ao nomerro IR.

MR /WIT "Ainal)a"	 oxTR6ph 1994 HALXRFIII1Liena

Trb - 3Hepeemut-iecKuu I5AOK

0040BHUE TEXHMLECKHE XAPAKTEPVCIWKK ,r6

Pomeno-mocumeAw
Cmopmacw Hotta
Mocco HO op6ume
AAUMADHOCMD •yHkUX*4up0b0Hu0 HO op6ume
ropoicrupo60veocw cpeamecymoumoo
moamocno 3Aelmpocmo5xemua monpaxemuem 28
Bucoao onopmou op6uato

MOKCUmOADHOM,

mumumwomoal
Bucoao mommoimou op6unte
Bacon° poboueu op6u.m.
MomAomellue p000ueu opOurno
MOUNOCITO 3Aeourpocmo6wemua MGM:

cpeamecymompew
MOHCUM0AbOOM

lloompm'
23500 we
19340 Ka

13 u 6onee Aem

B	 3 KBm

342.1 Km
220.4 KM

350 mm
410-450 KM
51.6 wail

15 KBm
3 KBm

OCHOBHHE TPE6OBAHMA K ►fb
OCHOBWE TEXHINECKHE XAPAKTEPKINKM 916

Ho 15cex 3monex 3mcnAyomouuu meo6xoaumw
coxpomemue npoumocrn-ax xopommepucnum KomcnpyKuuu, no36o-

Aaosux bocnomumorro cnomumecKue u auKamumecKue mozpyzemm.
6o3deucn6ue cpeau ompysomezo KocmuuecKoeo npocnonmcn6ca

memnepomommux u aU-NIITUurCHUX ycAo-o6ecneuemue 30acv•erx
6uu pollona 6opmo6ozo o6opyao6c*km, o mowee coombemcn6yomux
nopomenpo6 onmocoepu 6mympu zepmooabemoc

ynpo6Aemue 6opao6umu CUUMMOMU no Komomaom c 3emAu unu c
Sopa° cArteSHozo moayAai

Kommpono cocmoamua u •y1Kuuomupo6omua 3Aememno6 Komc-
npymuuu u 6opno6ux cuc.mam 6 obaomonumecKom oexume;

()deem umoopmouueu 6 monpa6Aemuax Topm-3emAa% '3em-
ACI-6opm' no poeuo u menetouauo ► 	 KaociAori OA 3u;

umoopmouuommoe odecnememue 3munaxa
noobeeemue u3mepemuu mexpeux HOWCOLJUOHHNx nopomempo6.
Ho o6l-014,414m yuccmme nonemo. o nomwe 6 cocno6e c6opmu

KocmumecKux omoporrob tr6 bunoAmouncAeayeaue oymxuuu
u3mememue nommenpo6 opaumu c ueArko nepesoao 416 c onop-

HOU op6una Ho opaumy mommoma UAU po6ouyv opaumy;
nocnpoemue u OOMIBPnOHUe 3080H400 opuemme.x.niu 6 npocnr

pamcnte ana aecneuemua momcumanomoeo Imepeocremo c 6C uAu
npouecce crowd:Kai

ocouemmouua u CROI5UAU3OUUC npu noobeeelitiu c6Auxemua u
cmumobmu (6 Kouecm6e noccubmozo onnopomo) c Htn u mIKK 'Cneuc
Romm' c co3ao ► uem meobxoaumux ummep0euco6 ma cnbmax T16-H10.
9C5-1(1DE;

3AeKmpocoodzemue NI3XJ
c6Auvemue u cnamo6mo 6 cocrrobe c6a3mu 6 mauecnbe omnamo-

zo compare c cAyme64um moaynemi
bunoAmemue aumommecwux aneocuuu 6 obromnmiuecKom pexume

no Komomaom topo6oraboemum 600nv6um taUUCAUreAomun womnAeKCOm.

B De:time co6mecm► ozo nonemo 6 cocmo6e MKC mpe6yemca•
o6ecneuemue nepexoao 3mun3mo 6 cme•mue 1 ,eme,Kmi HKC. op-

zomwouua KommymuKauxi. 6 MU. mpam3umvax. co cmeimomu 3Ae-
mewomu MKC;

o6beaumemue 6opao6ux cucnem 916 6 eakA .mi- uHp-rmoullo“myo
u 3mepaemuuecKyo cucmera 6 pommax poccuucKou uncnu cnouuu
UAU MKC;

atecneuemue 6e3onocmocnu u Komvopmax yr.,(AU. 1 npe6u6omua
3Kunoxa mo 6opmy MKC npu o6oeaumemuu o6unoemtxx omcemo6 016 co
Cmezmumu 3Aememmomu MKC 6 uocrty. npeaycmompeniou po3aeAemuem
gymmuuu mexay tr6 u apyzumu anem4romu MKC;

63aumoaeucm6ue c nmet«oeudpocucmemomu ablieonr , Ammux ycno-

W36014 cAyzetrmozo moayAa, ITK llpozpecc 4 . c , .0 A011 npUem0.

xpomemuo u 60aomu monAuba
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